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Introduction
The massively multiplayer on-line game (MMOG) is a real-time application of distributed simulation with growing popularity. This kind of game supports great amounts of players interacting in real-time, simultaneously, in a persistent-state virtual world. Current examples of MMOGs are World of Warcraft [5] and Guild Wars [1] . As a reference, the World of Warcraft service has been reported to handle hundreds of thousands of simultaneous players [4] .
Most, if not all, commercially-deployed MMOG services are designed in a way in which the simulation of the 'virtual world' is distributed over several nodes. Generally, these nodes are dedicated server nodes that must be in secure locations and wired together with dedicated, lowlatency networks, with powerful links to the Internet that allow feeding thousands of connected player nodes with frequent game-world state updates. Maintaining this kind of infrastructure yields significant costs that could be reduced with different approaches to distribution.
The total or partial distribution of MMOG simulation over the machines of the game players is a current research topic, the goal being server-side infrastructure cost elimination or reduction. In this paper, we introduce a simple distribution model suitable for instanced MMOGs. In this paper, instanced means that the entirety of the game world is presented as a collection of separate spaces instead of as one contiguous space. The particular instanced MMOG model we use is drawn from the game design of Guild Wars [4] .
The proposed distribution model (in section 2) delegates the simulation of some instances (game spaces) to client machines and, as pointed out by several works [2, 14, 10, 21] this can lead to cheating in the game. To cope with this, we propose a new peer-to-peer simulation technique (in section 3) inspired by Trailing State Synchronization (TSS) [7] and New Event Ordering (NEO) [10] which replicates the simulation of each virtual space amongst a limited amount of player machines, aimed roughly between 10 and 30 machines depending on network support and computing power. In section 4 we present results related to CPU use on the client which were obtained through game session simulations. Section 5 discusses related work and section 6 presents conclusions and future work.
The instanced game model
Several MMOGs, like PlanetSide [19] and World of Warcraft, strive to offer to the player the illusion of one or several large, contiguous virtual spaces which can be explored by the player. By 'a large space' we mean that it probably can simulate an amount of interacting players which is much greater than what a single server machine could handle and, because of that, those contiguous virtual spaces must be transparently divided into smaller areas which should be assigned for simulation in separate serverside machines [8, 20] . Several of those 'large' virtual spaces can be tied together by a 'warping' system which allows the player to jump from one space to the next, or they can be fully isolated from each other, like the server shards paradigm in EverQuest [18] and World of Warcraft, which disallows a player from playing with his character outside of the character's designated server or shard. Note that the term server is exposed to players on game interfaces although virtual world divisions or shards could also be served by clusters of servers [13] .
The game Guild Wars [1] , to the best of our knowledge, introduced a new aspect to the design of MMOGs which in the scope of this paper will be referred to as the instanced model. Guild Wars provides two kinds of virtual spaces. The first kind is a medium-sized virtual space where maybe a few hundred players can gather to socialize, trade for virtual goods and organize for game sessions in the second kind of virtual space. The second kind is a small-sized virtual space where a few tens of players can gather to play a fast-paced game with higher consistency requirements, for instance, a shoot-out duel between two groups of eight players each. We will call the first kind a social space and the second kind an action space.
The relationship between the spaces is as follows. When a game session in the action space is over, the players are returned to the social space, probably carrying updates to their characters' persistent state, like more of in-game virtual money or changed scores or statistics, etc. The social spaces are like the persisted spaces of World of Warcraft and PlanetSide, while the action spaces are dynamically created only to support a temporary game session with a small amount of players. After the game is over in an action space, the space is destroyed and the players are returned to the social space with additional information (for instance, player statistics updates or virtual goods or currency) that is to be integrated into the persistent state (for instance, player character accounts) of the social space.
As far as we can tell, the Guild Wars service is implemented as a client-server system like other MMOG services. Our proposal is to support this instanced model with a mixed, client-server and peer-to-peer approach to distribution. The social spaces can be simulated on the serverside using the traditional client-server approach for on-line games. The interactions on the social spaces (chatting, trading) have low consistency requirements so a graceful degradation approach to client updates can be adopted without interfering with the main goals of the social space. In other words, the more bandwidth and processing power available for the server-side infrastructure, the better, but even modest infrastructures should be able to serve a social space if game quality is scaled down accordingly, for instance by sending less frequent updates to clients or by reducing the maximum amount of clients supported on each social space or in the overall game system. The action spaces, on the other hand, should be simulated exclusively by player machines in order to avoid both the processing cost at the server-side and the communication cost between servers and player machines for all players that are currently playing in action spaces. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed scenario.
This approach, like any other that places trust on client machines, introduces problems related to cheating in the game. Depending on the synchronization algorithm used to support game sessions on action spaces, individual players could manipulate the game to gain unfair advantages, like returning to the social space with an additional arbitrary amount of virtual money. This problem can be mitigated if replicated simulation with player input synchronization is used [6, 10] . If events are executed in the exact same order, using exactly the same simulation timestamps on the simulators of all nodes, then only one honest node is needed for the server-side to detect that an inconsistency has occurred and thus be able to deny the results offered by the instanced game session [6] . However, this still leaves the possibility of occurrence of collusion cheats [6, 10, 21] , where all replicas agree to perform illegal manipulations to the game state simultaneously. This risk can be further mitigated with the use of witness nodes [6, 10] , which are additional replicas allocated randomly to an instanced game session to reduce the probability that all nodes will perform a synchronized illegal change to the simulator's state.
For the rest of this paper, it helps to assume that there is a single server machine serving around a thousand players connected to a single social space. This expectation is reasonable since MMOG server machines used for serverside simulation of player avatars reportedly handle between 2,000 and 4,000 simultaneous players each [13] . Extending and evaluating the model for multiple servers and social spaces connected by a 'warping' or 'traveling' metaphor (like the one employed in Guild Wars) is left as future work.
The peer-to-peer simulation technique
In this section we propose a simulation technique designed to support on-line small-scale action games with tens of players and high consistency requirements. Although each event is received only once by each node, we propose the use of two simulators simultaneously on each machine: one that orders and executes incoming events conservatively, and one that does so optimistically. The conservative is used for cheat detection by the replication check mentioned previously and also as a baseline for when the optimistic simulator needs to roll back and re-execute events due to errors introduced by the execution of late events.
For the actual network transport used, the technique assumes that some peer-to-peer overlay network exists to allow nodes to communicate directly without using dedicated servers to relay messages. We assume that every node has a communication channel to every other node, and that the channels support reliable and ordered delivery of all messages, e.g. TCP, RTP or UDP with a custom protocol layered on top of it. Restrictive NAT gateways or firewalls and bandwidth limitations could be dealt with by relaying messages through the most able peers of each group.
The technique requires that all nodes on a group share a synchronized clock. This can be achieved by using a clock synchronization protocol such as NTP [15] . The less synchronized the clocks are, the more the simulators will diverge due to temporal inconsistencies. However, the algorithm will always guarantee convergence of the simulators even if some clocks completely lose synchrony. This should result only in the divergent nodes being gracefully removed from the simulation, which is done by way of 'disconnect vote' events executed conservatively like in FreeMMG [6] . This does not happen with the Bucket Synchronization protocol which relies on good clock synchronization to avoid permanent divergences between simulators originated from late events being executed in a different order on each node [7, 11] . We assume that all nodes can synchronize their clocks to try and match the game server's clock, avoiding the need for third-party time servers.
The technique requires that all nodes start with a synchronized copy of the virtual world's state and an agreement on the starting time for the simulation. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed technique. As mentioned earlier, it works by keeping two copies of the virtual environment's state on each node: conservative and optimistic. Whenever the optimistic copy diverges significantly from the conservative copy, the node can perform a rollback of its optimistic simulator to the state reported by the conservative one, followed by an as-fast-as-possible, catchup re-execution of the optimistic simulator to the current simulation time. This operation corrects divergences introduced by optimistic execution, and its local processing cost depends partially on the largest network delay between the local node and any other remote node, since this delay basically determines the simulation time difference between the local conservative and optimistic simulators.
Technique overview
A locally generated event, upon its creation, takes its timestamp from the value of the local clock. Since all simulation clocks are, in theory, synchronized, this means that the event should be executed immediately on all nodes, instead of scheduled for execution in the 'near future' which is a technique employed by algorithms such as Bucket Synchronization [11, 12] , NEO [10] , or stop-and-wait lockstep [6] . However, this also means that events generated locally are always received 'late' on remote nodes if we consider that the receiver node compares the timestamp reported on received events with the current value of its clock. We assume that game events should be related mostly to the player avatars controlled by the node that generated the event and, as such, locally considering events related to remotely-controlled avatars as being 'late' should provide better results than delaying the execution of events issued by the local player to its avatar, especially for action games.
Conservative simulator overview
The conservative simulator in a node works by dividing execution time steps of some fixed size S C (we used a S C of 50ms in our prototype). The conservative copy only advances in simulation time from its current time T C when it is guaranteed that any and all events with timestamps in the interval [T C , T C + S C ] have already been received. Since the network channels provide reliable and ordered delivery, this can be guaranteed when the node in question receives at least one event with timestamp greater than T C + S C from every other node. To avoid unnecessary simulator lock-ups, all nodes dispatch at least one event at every S C interval of time. If no meaningful game events are generated at that time, nodes simply send an empty 'ping' event, thus avoiding the logical time creep problem [9] .
This conservative event ordering must be coupled with other simulator code (like object movement and collision code) that is deterministic and produces exactly the same results on all player nodes given that events are both ordered and time-stamped the same across all nodes.
Optimistic simulator overview
The optimistic simulator provides a version of the simulation state for user display that updates itself based on the last events received. If users are controlling cars in a racing simulator, for instance, it is important that they receive some visual feedback as soon as possible regarding events that have already arrived, like local or remote players steering cars. This simulator advances its time regardless if all events for a given step have been received or not.
The optimistic simulator in a node advances its T O time When an event is executed by the optimistic simulator, what happens is that the mirrored state of a player's input keys is updated on the optimistic simulator's view of that player's input keys. If a player does not change its input keys for some time, leading to 'ping' events being sent by that player's simulator, then those ping events act just as 'grants' for objects controlled by that player's input device to advance in time using whatever is the state of that player's keys now after all previous 'change input' events already having been executed. However, both ping events and change input events arrive late on the receiving nodes, resulting in remotely-controlled objects being granted a smaller amount of time locally to move on the optimistic simulator than objects controlled by the local player, whose events 'arrive' with no delay (see figure 2 for an example). The result is that a player sees a version of the other player's objects that is 'in the past', the error being proportional to the communication latency between each pair of players. This results in an issue when objects of the local avatar (like a projectile) must interact with remotelycontrolled objects (for example, an opponent's avatar body).
Some popular Internet-enabled first-person shooter games such as Half-Life deal with this problem by applying lag compensation [3] . For instance, they check interactions (e.g. object collision) between local and remote objects using the local simulator's updated view of its own objects but also using its obsolete view of the remote objects. Since Half-Life is a client-server game, the remote objects in question are at the server machine, being updated by commands sent by their respective controlling clients. In Half-Life, this lag compensation can result in players perceiving their avatars being hit by opponent's projectiles after hiding behind a corner. This happens because, when checking collisions with the projectiles of a given player P , the server moves all potential targets back in time up to a point where the server thinks player P was seeing those targets when he fired, and then moves them back to their original positions after the collision checks are done.
In our prototype we have experimented with deadreckoning remotely-controlled objects in order to show to the local player a guess about where the remote player should be seeing the remote object at the current display time T O (or T , if fine-grained visual extrapolation is performed). For this, we just dead-reckoned the last input state of the player that controls the object and granted time for the object to move all the way to the current T O time. Visually, we concluded that the results of this modification were less acceptable than showing a past version of the remote object and applying lag compensation. We did not test lag compensated collisions in our prototype but this was already verified by Bernier in Half-Life [3] . However, there is certainly some room for work here, like granting just a very limited amount of dead-reckoning time for each remote object like 50ms or 100ms (also mentioned by Bernier [3] ). Actual results would depend on several factors such as how the object physics works, network latency, etc.
Conservative: resolving interactions
Since a player sees remote objects with delay (through the optimistic simulator's state that is drawn on the screen), it is necessary to also apply a compensation on the conservative simulator, not just leaving objects to collide at the same T C time or else the results presented by the optimistic simulator would be useless. Our correction works as follows. Player nodes also send, at each S C interval of time and to all other participant nodes, a vector of integer values which informs the locally-perceived delay from packets received from each other node at that point in time. The conservative simulator, when stepping from T C to T C + S C , can then use this information to, for instance, check collision between a player P 's projectile at time T C and an opponent O's avatar body at time T C − D, where D was the delay reported by P relative to incoming network messages from O at time T C . The side-effect of this is that in the official playout computed by the conservative simulator, in a shooter-like game a player can indeed get shot after hiding behind an obstacle. For instance, in the previous example, consider O's avatar body at T C getting hit behind an obstacle because the comparison was done between P 's projectile at time T C and O's avatar at time T C − D, when it was not yet covered.
To handle direct collisions between two player avatars in the conservative simulator, we suggest that the player avatar which reported the lesser delay value to its opponent should have its position at time T C considered while the opponent avatar should have its position at time T C − D considered, where D is the absolute difference between the two delay values reported by each player. There is also need for similar corrections in other events such as firing projectiles, but finding solutions for these and other typical events related to shooter games should also be straightforward.
Rollback and re-execution
The tricky aspect of our optimistic simulator is how to deal with late events since the likeliness of a node at optimistic simulation time T O receiving an event with timestamp T E where T E ≤ T O is pretty high due to the way events are time-stamped at the sender. Each late event can introduce error, that is, a difference between what the optimistic simulator shows to the user and what the conservative simulator on all nodes 'approves' as the official playout. However, since we opt to show (locally) objects controlled directly by remote players 'in the past', receipt of late events only introduces errors when objects controlled by different nodes interact. In other words, movement or fire events from the same remote player won't introduce error if the remote player's objects are not interacting with objects from other players.
After an optimistic simulator's step, the optimistic state becomes either acceptable or unacceptably different from the conservatively-computed state. If unacceptable, a corrective rollback followed by re-execution is needed. In this regard, our technique is missing two modules. First, it lacks a generic solution for detecting when the two simulator states differ unacceptably. And second, it lacks a generic solution for determining when two given events can be executed out-of-order without introducing error. Currently, these two tasks are left for the application. As an initial solution for small-scale shooter-like action games, we propose the use of simple spheres of influence around objects to detect collision potential between moving objects [2, 16] , and if spheres intersect, then the movement event orders do matter. Also, if the order matters and the events are executed out-of-order (due to one of them being received late) then we propose an initial solution of always considering the output unacceptable, triggering a corrective rollback.
It is important to point out that a triggered rollback and re-execution operation doesn't need to execute all at once, blocking other functions such as drawing and networking. The CPU cost of a rollback and re-execution can be 'spreaded' though several seconds of real time, trading off with consistency until the rollbacked and re-executed state is finished and ready to replace the optimistic simulator's state used for display. In this way, the less CPU resources a node has, the less it will benefit from the visual consistency gains offered by the use of the optimistic simulator, but at least there is an alternative to reduce the visual impact of sudden and large drops on display frame rate and player control responsiveness due to re-executions of long rollback simulation time gaps.
Prototype and evaluation
To evaluate our proposed technique we implemented a prototype which mimics the moving and shooting aspects of the open-source multiplayer game Outgun [17] . Outgun is a fast-paced shooter game like the commercial 3D game 'Quake' which was used as evaluation prototype for TSS. However, Outgun and our prototype simulate a simple 2D environment where each player moves a small 2D sprite and shoots small circles at opponents in 8 possible directions. Although we didn't implement collisions in our prototype, consistency requirements are still somewhat comparable to other shooters, at least on the aspect of moving and shooting projectiles in real time.
The prototype was implemented in C# over the .NET 2.0 platform. All experiments were executed on one machine with a Pentium-M 1.1Ghz CPU and one with an Athlon 2200+ CPU, both with Windows XP SP2 and 512MB RAM, and on a 100MBit Ethernet LAN. Communication was UDP broadcast over the LAN and the communication latency reported on the test cases was generated artificially by holding outgoing packets on the sender node for a random amount of time distributed uniformly over the specified intervals. Clocks were synchronized by one master process broadcasting clock packets to the LAN every 50ms.
Since the prototype is a pseudo-game and doesn't stress current PC CPUs, we have focused on counting events related to CPU usage. We present event receipt counts, simulation time measurements and rollback counts. In the tests we have varied network latency to verify how the CPUrelated measurements were affected. We also varied how rollbacks are computed: immediately or spreaded over time.
We executed 10 instances of a simulated player behavior in each of 2 machines, for a total of 20 players present in all game sessions. For these tests, game graphics were turned off and CPU usage generally varied between 20% and 40% on both machines. The spreaded computation of rollbacks (including re-executions) was implemented by dividing rollbacks into smaller rollback tasks and executing up to a maximum of three tasks for each optimistic simulator tick time of size S O . Tasks are of two possible kinds. It is either the full memory copy operation of the conservative state over the optimistic state, or it is the re-execution of one step of the optimistic state. We determined that the copying task is done in the first tick and the following ticks execute up to three optimistic re-execution steps. This means, for instance, that a rollback from T O = 1,000ms to T C = 0ms is broken down in 21 rollback tasks (1 copy and 20 steps of re-execution) and takes 8 ticks of size S O = 50ms, or 400ms of real time to complete.
All game sessions were 300 seconds long and all scenario combinations were repeated 10 times and then averaged. A scenario combination corresponds to one row in one of the two tables. The first column, network latency, indicates the amount of simulated network delay applied to all nodes. The last row of each table indicates a special case where all nodes except one have latencies between 0ms and 50ms, and the last node is an exception with a 300ms to 600ms delay. The average received events column indicates the total number of events received at all nodes averaged by 20 which is the number of nodes. The average rollback time column is derived from the amount of re-execution tasks performed as part of rollbacks, e.g. a rollback from T O = 1,000ms to T C = 0ms followed by a re-execution from T O = 0ms to T O = 1,000ms in one node counts as 1 second 'rollback time' for that node, the column showing the average value per node. The average simultaneous simulations column is intended to be a measure of average CPU load across all nodes, and is obtained from the average number of simulation step computations performed on all nodes during the 300 seconds of each session, including reexecution steps and regular steps of both simulators on each node. The average peak simultaneous simulations column denotes the average of the maximum number of simulation step computations performed on all nodes between the receipt of any two clock packets, indented to be a measure of how much, in the average player session, the CPU could be impacted in a single step, which would be a potential cause of sudden frame rate drops at the client.
Since we did not implement collisions, we implemented a simple 5% chance of rollback triggering upon a node receiving a late event, which emulates the chance that out-oforder execution of events would introduce discrepancies between the playout computed on both simulators. This may be quite high considering that events in shooter games are weakly consistent [7] and that there are possible gains with proper mechanisms for detecting those unrelated events such as spheres of influence. Also, a new rollback cannot initiate if another one is already in progress. This could happen in the 'spreaded rollback' scenarios and causes the new rollback to be delayed until the old one finishes. Tables 1 and 2 show that with increased latency, both the average count of simulation steps and the average peak value tend to increase. This was expected since with the increase on communication latency, the gap between T O and T C on each node increases and, consequently, the number of re-execution steps on each rollback increases. This also explains why the average simulation time spent on rollbacks increases while the rollback count remains almost the same, which in turn is explained by the high rate of rollback occurrences due to our aggressive triggering rules.
As expected, spreaded rollbacks cause a noticeable reduction on the peak simultaneous simulation tasks, while basically maintaining the same average. The results show that, when latencies are high, the rollback computation spreading technique can reduce the peak impact of event reexecutions significantly. For instance, with 300ms to 600ms latency on all nodes, the peak is reduced from 24.24 simulation step calculations on a 50ms real time slot with immediate rollback computation to 12.65 with spreading.
Although we have not measured how long, in real time, the spreaded rollbacks took to complete, we can offer some predictions. The expected with 600ms latency to at least one other remote participant is that a local node performing a rollback-related event re-executions will need to execute 12 steps of 50ms simulation time. Since spreaded rollbacks execute up to a maximum of three steps in each 50ms step of real-time (characterized in the prototype by the receipt of a clock packet from the master process) it would take 200ms for event execution and another 50ms for the first step of copying the conservative simulator over the optimistic one, which is executed exclusively. This gives a total of 250ms real time for the whole operation to complete, give or take some. We are not sure if this is acceptable, but a 600ms one-hop latency between two nodes is hardly a setting considered for networked shooter-like games and works based on them. For a 150ms latency hypothesis, the expected real time to complete spreaded rollbacks would be 100ms.
Since the prototype is insufficient as a playable game, we did not conduct usability tests or evaluated the impact of increased latency and the different rollback execution strategies on visual consistency. However, the implementation of avatar movement and projectile fire was important to reach the conclusion that displaying opponents 'in the past' and applying lag compensation for projectile fire was superior to just trying to dead-reckon remotely-controlled objects to what would be their 'present' location. We also point out that when a node with high network delay joins a game session with nodes with excellent network connections to each other (the scenario of the last two rows in tables 1 and 2), the CPU load on all nodes increases due to the increased simulation time gap between the conservative simulator and the optimistic one but, on the other hand, visual consistency is only negatively impacted for the avatar controlled by the lagged player and the lagged player's view of everybody else's avatar, due to the use of an optimistic simulator.
Related work
In this section we discuss two related event synchronization and execution mechanisms in more depth: Trailing State Synchronization (TSS) [7] and New Event Ordering (NEO) [10] . TSS and NEO are intended for use in distributed interactive games which have strict consistency requirements like multiplayer shooter games. NEO is intended for use in the context of decentralized MMOGs, while TSS is presented in the context of a game-server infrastructure that employs mirror servers so that a player can connect to the closest mirror to experience lower latency.
TSS requires the use of several simulators on each node, where each simulator has a different constant delay for event execution. In other words, all of TSS's simulators are optimistic, some more than others. A straggler event in TSS causes one or more simulators to roll back and re-execute to the relative point in simulation time to which they are designated to stay. The main difference between our proposal and TSS is that our mechanism will always guarantee a synchronized state due to the conservative simulator, whereas in TSS if events are delayed for longer than the configured event execution delay of the oldest state, then there is no previous state to rollback to and inconsistencies cannot be fixed. TSS is prototyped over the action game 'Quake' and results show that TSS is adequate for these games if the delays between the simulators are not too large (tested up to 900ms). In our work that translates to the greatest network latency between any two peers, which determines the delay between conservative and optimistic simulators.
NEO is inspired by Bucket Synchronization [11, 12] and performs lockstep simulation while avoiding lock-ups by way of a voting mechanism. In NEO, nodes constantly send binary vote messages for all pairs of '(remote node, simulation round)' to all remote nodes, where a positive vote indicates that it has already received the voted remote node's command for a given simulation round. Vote tallying occurs two rounds after the voted round is executed and nodes which don't attain a majority of positive votes for a given round have their input ignored for that round. This allows the simulation replicated on all nodes to proceed conservatively even if some player input messages are not received by the majority of nodes on a given round. Since rounds are intended to be around 50ms or 100ms length on an ideal setting, consistent playout latencies between 100ms and 200ms can be achieved as long as you are not being voted out by other participants. The paper does not detail the effects of the re-sending of missing vote messages or game input messages that are approved by the majority but are still missing on a minority of nodes. Although NEO is resistant to several classes of cheating including collusion cheats, it is unclear if it would perform adequately for shooter-like action games in adverse network conditions. Also, both NEO and Bucket Synchronization delay the local execution of locally generated player input which is something that should be avoided or mitigated if possible.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented a simulation technique derived from TSS whose goal is to serve as support for our mixed clientserver and peer-to-peer distribution scheme, which in turn was designed to fit a particular model of instantiation of virtual spaces in MMOGs. Our experiments, which were focused on obtaining relative CPU usage measurements, could be combined with CPU usage metering from actual 'game physics' engines to obtain more concrete data about the CPU consumption of our technique when applied to complete game products. However, given enough CPU resources, our technique should support the action spaces of instanced MMOGs, since TSS is adequade for actual smallscale action games [7] and our technique is similar, especially in how rollbacking and multiple simulators are used.
On to the results obtained, the results for average peak simultaneous simulations can be considered relatively high if we consider that a value of 1 corresponds to the load on a traditional client-server game node. However, the values between 2 and 3 obtained for the average values indicate feasibility, and we also have assumed that a flat 5% of events executed out-of-order can introduce errors. That is one event per second per player, since players send events on packets 20 times per second due to the 50ms step size. In this regard, we have scheduled for future work the development of the missing module of partial event ordering through spheres of influence, specifically for move-andshoot types of games. We hope that this will generate results that show a small amount of peak rollbacks and event reexecutions, hopefully to levels adequate for the CPU usage of typical physics simulators of shooter-like games.
In regard to our chosen MMOG design, which involves replication applied to instances whose playout results affect a larger-scale shared social space, our main concern was to prevent the collusion cheat. Collusion can be highly damaging to decentralized MMOGs and doesn't depend too much on the type of game that is being supported. However, the game protocol as outlined above still leaves several cheating opportunities, some of which are dealt with by other works [2, 10, 14] . In the MMOG model we presented, these other types of cheating can be potentially as damaging as collusion, depending on the actual game design. For instance, if waiting for your opponent's moves before committing your own moves, in a specific game, allows a cheating player to return to the social space with an arbitrary additional amount of virtual money, then that kind of cheat can be at least as damaging as collusion. Preventing other types of cheating is left as future work.
